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4.1 CASTAWAY 

—in which I continue to cope with being alone 

 

 When my makeshift raft got sucked into the maelstrom of Mardi Gras, it was torn to 

pieces, and I wound up in a roiling, eddying pool back in Milwaukee, a miserable castaway 

without my lover—with no current to ride anymore.  Going with the flow had left me stranded.  

All I could do was flail and splash around, struggling to safety on the shore of my apartment in 

the Bellevue.  When Kenny flew off to New York on Friday, this time for good, I staggered 

around like a zombie, too mindless to agonize about being alone again. 

 It was of course very different from the aloneness when the family had flown off to Lake 

Lugano.  That was the sheer exuberance of freedom after five years in a cage.  And it was much 

different from the aloneness after I’d left Ken in New Orleans, which was imbued with the 

hopeful exhilaration of imminent new love.  This new aloneness was neither exuberant nor 

exhilarated, but a calm acceptance of being by myself and a sense of self-sufficiency.   

 After the idyllic affair with Kenny, I now felt fulfilled and no longer anxious for romantic 

connection.  My inner jaguar was content and disinclined to hunt.  Only when the hunger 

returned would it be time to prowl the night.  I was satisfied with the inevitability of new love.  

To clear the decks, first thing on Saturday morning I kicked obnoxious Dennis out of the 

apartment and settled into my splendid solitude.  To celebrate, I played “Zorba the Greek” and 

sailor-danced around the living room, all the while missing the Gin Mill horribly. 

 Friday afternoon, Doug having told him about Kenny leaving, Len was sweet to call and 

ask how I was doing.  Since I obviously wasn’t going to get to Florida for the happy occasion of 

my daughter’s birthday on the next Wednesday, he offered to take me downtown today shopping 

for a birthday present for Jake.  He helped me select a pretty flowered dress for soon-to-be five 

year-old, and not to neglect sweet Aimée, I bought her a little purse and a necklace.   

 When we stopped at the Post Office to mail the presents and the child-support check to 

Barbara, Len called me a good daddy.  Looking back, I think the dear fellow may have been 

angling to catch me on the rebound, but at the time not being a ball in play, so to speak, I simply 

appreciated his friendly attentions.  After all the water under the bridge, I was pleased that he and 

I had come to such a pleasant resolution of our earlier passions.   

# 

 

 Spending Saturday evening blessedly alone, I tried to avoid thinking about my feelings 

by keeping busy.  I took some time to prepare for my Monday classes and then played with my 

wire.  The sculpture was intended as an abstract construction, and it certainly succeeded in that.  

Two hours of artistic twisting and bending produced a tremendous snarl—probably an accurate 

picture of my emotional state, but I hated it.  I figured I’d exhausted the genre. 

 So I wrapped my several best pieces in tissue, stashing them in a small black cabinet 

we’d gotten from Barbara’s folks, and tossed the rest—thinking, “Ain’t gonna study wire no 

mo’.”  When I’d finished the purge, Doug kindly called to invite me out to the bars, but I wasn’t 

at all in the mood, even on a Saturday night.   

 Truth be told, several decades later while acting the serious sculptor during the 90’s and 

00’s, I created some pieces with pre-shaped wire—the found-object sort.   Some of my works 

even sold!  Most, like zucchini, I gave away to gullible friends—or enemies.  I do wish I had 

some photographs of those earlier works of genius, but the cabinet and whole collection 

somehow disappeared somewhere.  Lost treasures!  
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 Not ten minutes later the phone rang again, and it was Kenny!  He was embarrassed to 

call me so late, but he couldn’t sleep for thinking of me.  He told me all about yesterday’s flight 

to New York and the apartment where he’d be living with three roommates.  I tried to say 

comforting things and kept telling him I loved him.  When we signed off, I fell into bed feeling, 

as we used to say when I was a kid in Arkansas, like a stomped-on toad-frog.  Graphic, no?  

 Getting up early Sunday morning, I was a bit more clear-headed and wrote a short poem:  
 

MORNING RESIGNED 
 

Yesterday seemed again like October on the sidewalk, 

Those days when you were near, 

And the smell of leaves now come unfrozen. 

Yet today, there’s spring on the muddy wind, 

A swelling season we never saw. 

We’ve said goodbye before, but somehow I doubt 

We’ll have the opportunity to part again. 

    2/28/71 
 

The resignation in this verse rather bothers me, again the old going with the damned flow, even 

though there was no flow anymore.  And that fatalistic doubt of ever being with Kenny again.  

Somewhere inside I was saying goodbye—not just farewell.  But his parting actually turned out 

indeed to be just a farewell because Kenny and I were to see each other many times later.   

 Apparently finding it easier to think of the distant past than the immediate situation, I 

then wrote several rambling stanzas about former lovers, including my first love Peter, heavenly 

Steve in DC, and my (platonically) beloved Hindu Desai.  In each I tried to figure out what 

lesson I’d learned from him but didn’t come up with anything profound, just almost maudlin 

reminiscences that effectively distracted me from missing Kenny. 

# 

 

 That afternoon Gary nicely dropped by to invite me to his folks’ house to a dinner for his 

father’s seventieth birthday.  After spending so much time together over Mardi Gras, he seemed 

to be thinking of me more as a friend than just his brother’s lover.  When we got there, it was 

almost funny how his father Erwin, already tipsy, looked at the two of us askance and said, “You 

boys sure do need a haircut.”  Gary needed one a bit more than I, but I felt terribly shaggy. 

 At table with the whole clan, I was pleased to again be included like one of the family.  I 

felt distinctly fraternal feelings for Gary and the oldest brother Erwin Jr., as well as sort of 

avuncular to his three kids.  Joanne sat there in her own world.  Erwin Sr. enjoyed his party with 

more beers and told several off-color jokes, which caused patient Marie to roll her eyes.   

 In the midst of birthday cake, Ken called from New Orleans with brief birthday greetings 

for his father and a somewhat longer conversation with his mother.  Then instead of his brothers, 

he asked her to put me on.  I said a controlled, “Hi, Ken,” but he greeted me, “Hi, lover boy!”  I 

may have been blushing as I listened to his regrets that we hadn’t had any private time over 

Mardi Gras.  Under the circumstances, all I could say was, “Me too.”   

 Then Ken asked if I’d heard anything more from Bill about the jobs, which unfortunately 

I hadn’t.  He figured he’d go visit my folks this coming weekend and see if he could get things 

moving.  I was very confident about Buenos Aires working out real soon and told him not to 
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worry.  When we’d hung up, I explained to the family about our plans to work in Argentina.  

They thought it a great opportunity, but Marie worried sadly that it would be so far away.  

 When Gary dropped me off at home in the evening, I didn’t feel like being alone and 

walked the couple blocks through melting winter mess over to Len and Doug’s.  Bill was off at 

work at his movie theater.  We sat around with a joint talking and laughing about nonsense.  The 

friendly company and dope were quite a comfort to their suddenly single friend. 

 Alone again at home in the Bellevue, still slightly stoned, I lay in bed like a beached 

whale and mused gratefully on the prospects of Argentina.  Accepting the fact that there was no 

more flow to go with, I figured now I’d just have to rely on the wind to take me places (the 

“Good Breezes” of Buenos Aires).  To prepare for real, I ditched the ramshackle raft and built 

myself a fantasy sailboat, one like I’d once crewed on for brother-in-law Gene on the Puget 

Sound, and remembering that splendid time, I sailed off to dreamland. 

# 

 

 The urgings from Ken and his father convinced me to go on Monday morning to a barber 

and get my shagginess shorn into shape.  Remember that iconic 70’s hairstyle—like a Beatles cut 

on steroids?  I didn’t go in for the long sideburns (and wouldn’t grow a ‘stache until 1973, which 

I’ve worn ever since).  When I walked out of the shop, I felt sexier than God, and in my Russian 

class, the kids’ eyes popped. 

 That week back at classes seemed awfully long without Kenny popping sweetly into my 

office or waiting for me at the apartment with a passionate surprise.  I wrote a few more escapist 

poems with reminiscences of previous loves and inarticulate ruminations on life in general, none 

worth discussing.  There were only a couple things to remark on during the week beyond letters 

to and from distant lovers, which I’ll get to in a moment—and calling Florida on Wednesday to 

wish Jake a Happy Birthday.  She sounded so dear that I almost cried. 

 The surprise came Monday evening when I got a call from Kenny’s brother Dennis, who 

was in town on his way to do a vocal concert in La Crosse.  He dropped by for a visit.  We sat 

around with tea listening to my new record of lovely Cimarosa harpsichord concerti, which he 

said were much different than his own music.  Understandably.  Dennis’ real news was that he’d 

seen Kenny the day before in his new apartment, which was fairly horrible, and he, my gentle 

faun, was weeping over missing me.  I’d hoped maybe Dennis had intentions of intimacy, but if 

so, he restrained himself, as did I, when he kissed me as promised for Kenny.   

 In our conversation, I felt another wave of that wonderful feeling of brotherhood with 

Dennis.  I realized how fortunate I was now to have such fraternal relationships with him and 

Gary (and Roger and Ed by extension).  After all those years as a lonely boy wishing for a 

brother, here I was now, for all intents and purposes, blest with four of them.  When I lay me 

down to sleep, I considered that Len and Doug were sort of my brothers too—and Ken was fast 

becoming one.  Kenny wasn’t my brother—yet—but I sensed that he soon would be.  I wondered 

if maybe that was the point of loving, to forge brotherhood.  Or maybe not…  

# 

 

 Now about those letters to and from distant lovers…  I do so wish I’d kept copies of those 

I wrote, which is something I did in later years.  I doubt anyone kept them—except Henri, who 

told me some years ago that he still had mine from Seattle in the 60s.  Likely all my other 

terribly literate scribblings are lost to posterity.  But I’m an anachronism who has kept reams of 

letters from almost everyone.  Those from my mother were some of my only source material for 
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her biography, and those from Ken, Kenny, and Barbara have supplied some of my only clues 

for what happened when in this present memoir. 

 The post-Mardi Gras letter from Ken was probably written before we spoke on the phone 

at his father’s birthday party on Sunday and received on Wednesday.  He started saying how 

happy he was to see me and being “disappointed in how very little we were alone while you were 

here.”  I’d also felt that disappointment, but there was so much going on with so many people, 

including Kenny, that it got lost in the madness of carnival.   Again he mentioned plans to go 

visit Mother and Bill to find out more about Buenos Aires and worried about it not happening.  

In my reply, I again reassured him, using the metaphor of the Good Breezes blowing our boats to 

Argentina—and promised to call next Sunday evening to hear the good word. 

 Written on that Wednesday and received on Friday were letters from both Kenny and our 

brother Dennis.  Kenny’s was even typed!  It was very distraught with second thoughts and 

discontent.  “How did I get myself into this god-forsaken place, and why?  I do hope that I’ve 

done the right thing by coming to this city with little plan of what the hell is going to happen to 

me.”  Reading that then, I was tormented as well, and now I have to note his tell-tale remark 

about planning what’s going to happen to him.  It’s only possible to plan what one will do.  Like 

me before, Kenny was also going with the flow. 

 His distress continued:  “I really want to get out of this apt!!  It’s so crowded that there’s 

no time to be with yourself.  I need to be alone sometimes, you know that, and as it is I’m 

surrounded by three people all the time.  I can’t take this that much longer…  I want to get out of 

this roach heaven.  I don’t think that I deserve this kind of living.”  I replied with useless words 

of sympathy and professions of love and loneliness for him.  Of course, I should have urged him 

to come “home” to me—or dropped everything in Milwaukee and gone there to rescue him.  But 

I was waiting for the wind to blow us together again.   

 The letter from Dennis, written on Thursday from the Holiday Inn at La Crosse and also 

received on Friday, apologized for it just being a short note and promised many-page letters 

later.  (That never happened, as this was the only one I ever got from him.)  He very much hoped 

that I’d come to New York after that semester.  His lover Jim would be in a show on Broadway, 

and he was very optimistic about it being a success and about all of us finding happiness and 

love.  He closed with a request that I “check on my mother from time to time.  I know she’d like 

that.”  And he signed with love.  In spite of Kenny’s urgent need and Dennis’ urging, I was 

pathologically incapable of considering a trip to New York.  The wind was blowing me toward 

Argentina.  Reading his letter now, I’m absolutely mortified that I never saw Estelle again. 

# 

 

 By Friday evening I was in a frame of mind to go out with Doug and Len to the 

Castaways and dance.  Taking a rest at the counter with my Coke, I watched a hunky fellow 

dancing around by himself, a strange thing which I was usually the only one to do.  He caught 

my eye, danced over to me, and pulled me out onto the floor.  When we took a break, he 

introduced himself as Tom and immediately suggested leaving together.  Only after heartily 

agreeing did I manage to tell him my name.  It was a short hike to his car, during which I 

discovered that he was a nurse, and once in it, we kissed enthusiastically. 

 The ride up the Bellevue’s ancient elevator was just as enthusiastic and our exercises in 

bed even more so.  I was thrilled to find that my body was still in splendid working order, though 

my mind couldn’t quite let go of missing Kenny. 

### 
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4.2 THE EPHEBE 

—in which I meet and ravish Roy 

 

 When I called Ken on Sunday evening, he reported that my stepfather Bill had simply 

said the paperwork for our jobs had hit some administrative hang-up, and there was nothing to 

worry about.  But Ken still did, worry that is.  If it didn’t work out, he would move into New 

Orleans after the term.  Bro. Paul was leaving the school, and Ken didn’t want to stay there in 

that case.  He figured he might be able to get a job in Orleans Parish.   

 Ostensibly to ask Bill about that promised Corvette, I turned around and called Mother. 

After the obligatory remarks about being happy to see her at Mardi Gras, doing fine now at 

work, and promising to write soon, I asked to talk to Bill for a minute.  He came on all jovial in 

his Texas manner and told me they were fixing up the Corvette over in Lubbock to haul it to 

New Orleans, and it should arrive by next weekend.  Not wanting to be pushy, I didn’t ask why 

they didn’t just haul it to Milwaukee and save me a trip.  About the jobs, Bill said that the head 

office had put everything on hold for the moment but it should clear up soon. 

 The call didn’t offer much reassurance, but I still insisted on being optimistic.  After all, 

there was still a Good Breeze in my sail, and I was resigned to flying down to New Orleans to 

pick up the car.  We just had to be patient, though even then it rather bothered me that patience is 

reputedly a virtue—and virtue is supposedly its own reward. 

# 

 

 The hoarded letters and my sporadic journaling since January are the only way I have to 

resurrect those last months and Mardi Gras with Kenny.  After the entry reminding me of the 

night with the nurse Tom, I waited about two weeks to write another three pages, which were to 

be the last for many years to record my young life for the old me.  They were written on 

Tuesday, March 23, after being trapped for an hour in the Bellevue’s ancient elevator.  After 

worried calls to Ken and my folks, “I spent a week of excessive going out with Doug, doing 

nothing constructive, and by Friday wound up lonely and depressed.”  The cows were finally 

coming home.  All my nonchalance about Kenny’s leaving was crumbling around my ears. 

 On Wednesday, I struggled to keep up the pretense of nonchalance and wrote a poem: 
 

LATE SNOWFALL 
 

Early calm December somehow sat 

This morning on the rooftops 

Puffing at the scattering snow. 

So late it’s come, though spring 

Is hovering in anticipation. 

All the cracked and dingy ice 

Is draped again in white, 

Bushes wear freshly laundered caps,  

And footprints straggle off 

Across the gleaming lawn. 

The clean grey clouds 

Glowing through delicate limbs 

Are peaceful even without you. 

         3/10/71 
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 Looking back, I think what shattered my nonchalance was the record album that Gary 

gave me, possibly that same Wednesday, “Songs of Leonard Cohen.”  I’d never heard of him, 

but the songs on that album took me by storm, particularly “Hey, That’s No Way to Say 

Goodbye.”  Since the lyrics are © 1967, Stranger Music, I’ll only quote the middle part that 

knocked me for an emotional loop: 

 “Yes, many loved before us / I know we are not new, / In city and in forest / They smiled 

like me and you, / But now it’s come to distances / And both of us must try, / Your eyes are soft 

with sorrow, / Hey, that’s no way to say goodbye. 

 I’m not looking for another / As I wander in my time, / Walk me to the corner / Our steps 

will always rhyme, / You know my love goes with you / As your love stays with me, / It’s just the 

way it changes / Like the shoreline and the sea, / But let’s not talk of love or chains / And things 

we can’t untie, / Your eyes are soft with sorrow, / Hey, that’s no way to say goodbye.”  

 This song and others on that album and his next “Songs of Love and Hate” convinced me 

that Leonard Cohen was an incomparable poet, one might say immortal.  I haven’t followed his 

oeuvre since for fear of being disillusioned, but I’ve always strived to be even half as good as 

these early works.  Kenny’s and my steps always rhymed—and rhyme still on different planes.  

It took these two weeks for me to realize fully that we’d really parted. 

 In fact, I was not looking for another as I wandered in my time.  How could there ever be 

another lover like Kenny?  Any new love, of which I had no doubt there would be many (and 

there were), would inevitably be very different.  At that point I wasn’t really looking for anyone 

at all.  I was just waiting for the next man to steal my heart, whoever the sneaky thief might turn 

out to be.  I remained a romantic. 

# 

 

 Among the others with whom I went out excessively that week was a teaching assistant 

in history named Bruce, almost as old as I.  A pleasant guy with curly hair, he and I knew right 

away that we weren’t into each other sexually:  He let me know right up front that he was a 

“chicken hawk.”  Bruce spoke of his liaisons with older boys—he liked them 18-20, the 

ephebe—a word I knew from my ancient Classical Greek class at Tulane—and about the Greek 

tradition of eraste (older lover) and eromenos (younger beloved), which I, of course, knew well 

from my Gin Mill days when I’d been a serial eromenos myself, but politely pretended it to be 

news to me.   

 I ran into Bruce Friday afternoon on campus, and in greeting I remarked about being 

lonely and depressed.  He told me to cheer up—he could set me up with a cute 18-year-old 

named Roy.  I should just call him.  He graciously noted down the boy’s phone number and 

handed it to me.  I took it in case I’d decide to call.  I didn’t.  Then. 

 According to the journal entry, for sanity’s sake, I didn’t go out.  Instead, I read Jean 

Genet’s “Funeral Rites” and spent Saturday at it as well, distracting myself from loneliness and 

depression.  The novel really grabbed me, and on Sunday I commented in writing that the funeral 

rite:  “…surpasses mere earthly ritual. [Genet] has raised over the grave of Jean a sacred vision 

of death and evil joined in the images of Erik buggering Riton [on the Paris rooftop].  Around 

the image is woven a baroque chain of fornicating nubile cupids.  And crowning them, halo-like, 

is the radiant, bottomless bronze eye.” 

 I wrote also that “Gary and I occasionally went out to the Barn and the Stone Toad 

because I’d decided I was tired of the weary crowd around the gay bars.  New blood and all 
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that.”  I have no memory whatsoever of the Stone Toad, but the fact that I was tired of the gay 

ones indicates a serious case of emotional withdrawal and denial.  How depressing! 

 Another frustratingly vague comment:  “On Wednesday evening Romana, Jojean, and I 

borrowed Gary’s car and drove to Chicago to see the opening night performance of the American 

Ballet Theatre show.  In a word, splendid.  Inspiring.  With all those perfect dancers, it made me 

feel very close to, yet distant from, my Kenny.  It was a wonderful evening.”  For all my glowing 

review, I’ve no shred of a memory of that trip to Chicago or the show.  Clearly I was drifting 

around in a catatonic state, aware only of an incomprehensible disconnect from my lover.  

 Anyway, it started snowing madly on Thursday, and there was so much snow by Friday 

that school was called off.  All I had to write about that was “I went walking on the lake bluff.  

Every little branch was encased in snow, and it was absolutely enthralling.”  Here during a 

splendid occasion for contemplation and coming to terms with my emotions, I once again sank 

my feelings under an appreciation of nature.  Why couldn’t I simply weep over losing Kenny?   

 Probably the answer to that question was that, as you may have noticed, I had too much 

company to truly feel lonely.  Besides bringing me that Leonard Cohen record, taking me out to 

the straight bars, and lending me his car, my new brother Gary and I did other things together, 

like going with Bruce to see Andy Warhol’s flick “Trash,” a real eye-opener.  He often dropped 

in at the apartment, keeping me quiet company in his noncommittal way and sometimes staying 

over.  I gave him the bed—because I couldn’t bear its tender memories of Kenny—and slept on 

the futon in the dining room.  It never crossed my mind that he might be spying on me for Ken, 

and I never once suspected him of having designs on my body.  For all I knew, he was straight. 

# 

 

 The preceding weekend when I was engrossed in Genet’s novel, I kept waiting for a call 

from Bill about the Corvette.  All through that week I heard nothing.  So early the next Saturday 

morning I decided to be pushy and call them.  Mother answered surprised, pleased to hear from 

me, and horrified by my news of all the snow on what was technically the last day of winter.  She 

had nothing to say about their plans for Argentina.  Bill would tell me about that. 

 When Bill came on the line, I didn’t have time to ask anything—he started right in with 

huge apologies that in transporting the Corvette from Lubbock, there had been a horrible 

accident in Houston, and the car was totaled.  I was stunned.  He immediately added that it was 

okay, though, because he also had a nice VW van that I could have—it would be perfect for me 

to travel in, a regular hippie bus…  It would have to be brought from San Antonio.  While quite a 

step down from a Corvette, I said that would be great.  Just let me know… 

 Then I got up my courage to ask about Buenos Aires.  The subject had naturally been 

lurking unquietly in the back of my mind for the past two weeks, suppressed by my groundless 

optimism that the wind would surely blow Ken and me into that new world.  Bill again told me 

not to worry—the administrative hold-up would clear up very soon.  He’d call the minute he had 

anything further.  With no option, I said goodbye and repressed my worries on both matters. 

 While in the telephoning mode, I called Ken at the school and actually caught him just as 

he was about to take off to New Orleans for a weekend carouse.  He was naturally not very 

pleased to hear about the continuing delay and said he’d start right away looking for a teaching 

job with Orleans Parish schools.  He suggested I start looking too and in his romantic voice 

moaned about how he looked forward to us living together.  So did I, I swore, but I wasn’t ready 

to give up hope on Argentina.  In signing off with love, I told him to have fun in the bars. 
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 Next, something possessed me to call the number Bruce gave me for Roy, the ephebe.  I 

wrote:  “His voice was pleasant and not at all hesitant about inviting me to a party he was having 

that afternoon.”  As a matter of fact, Roy also invited me to bring any friends I wanted.  I asked 

Gary to come, and Bruce already had an invitation.  On the way in Gary’s car, Bruce told me the 

party would be full of delicious “chickens,” Roy’s young friends from a soda-shop/diner called 

the Buckskin where the kids hung out.  (Bruce had had great luck hunting there…)  It was a 

birthday party for one of Roy’s friends turning 18—and legal tender, so to speak.  

# 

 Roy’s party was in a big apartment on the third floor of a brick building.  Bruce led the 

way into a crowd that looked very like a high school prom, all the boys and girls rather stylishly 

dressed, which made us three “older men” fairly conspicuous when we’d shed our coats.  To my 

trained eye, many of the boys struck me as gay.  Some of the girls looked and acted suspiciously 

like the “fag-hags” I knew so well from long-ago parties in New Orleans.  Others could of course 

have been lesbians, but none of them looked butch enough to suspect. 

 Bruce sought out Roy, who was standing with some kid at the drink table.  Big punch 

bowls full of Kool-Aid, I kid you not.  While he greeted Bruce and then Gary, I looked Roy over:  

a tall fellow with wavy auburn hair and gleaming brown eyes, in a walnut-brown leisure suit 

with belled legs and yellow shirt with lacey ruffles.  Roy had a sweet perky nose and a scattering 

of freckles on his cheeks.   

 In my introduction, Roy beamed at me with genuine pleasure, shook my hand, and 

politely said Bruce had told him so much about me.  I immediately wondered how much Bruce 

had told him.  Next, as host at the party, he offered us drinks.  I went for Seven-Up, which Roy 

handed me with a disarming boyish smile, and I somehow managed to thank the ephebe for 

inviting me.  Roy took my hand and led me into the dining room to dance to that new Jackson 

Five song “Never Can Say Goodbye.”  Many of the boys and some of the girls were dancing 

together.  All the while we were dancing, we kept our eyes on each other, Roy’s expression 

appreciative, caressing, and inviting.  Mine was likely addled awe.   

 After that dance, he introduced me to some friends as his teacher friend from UWM, 

which seemed to impress the kids.  From that moment on, Roy never left my side.  We danced 

more, and in between dances got to know each other, chatting quietly and leaning close, almost 

touching.  Honest to John, the rest of the world seemed to disappear, Gary, Bruce, and all the 

kids—and there were only his dark eyes and that scatter of endearing freckles. 

 At Roy’s urging, even before the birthday cake, we called a cab and raced back to my 

place on Bellevue.  In a way, I’d taken the party castle by storm and made off with Prince 

Charming, but actually it was he who made off with me.  In large part, my fascination with Roy 

was that he so strongly reminded me of my best friend in high school, Denny, the one I’d 

innocently loved with all the unconscious passion of my gay nature.  Roy was the same age as 

Denny back then, and with him I began to feel that young myself, a teenager secretly holding 

hands with his boyfriend in the back seat of a taxi. 

# 

 

 Though as I’ve written before, I rarely remember details of sex, this encounter with Roy 

turned out to be an extraordinary bout that I recall in exquisite detail.  By the time we walked 

into my apartment, I felt as innocent as if I too were 18.  All my scandalous French Quarter 

faerie history was forgotten.  Even my intense love-making with Ken and Kenny seemed only a 

sensuous dream.  I had no idea what to do with the beautiful tall boy standing there with me 
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wreathed in smiles.  Apparently Roy had several ideas—he grabbed me in an athletic embrace 

and kissed me with no reservations.  Afterwards, like a naïve idiot, I asked what he wanted to do, 

and he whispered, “Suck your dick.” 

 When we’d taken off our coats, throwing them on the floor, and kicked off our shoes, 

Roy started undressing me, and I did the same for him.  His delight in discovering my hairy chest 

could hardly have compared to mine in uncovering his smooth, flawless body.  In the midst of 

another kiss, we awkwardly removed each other’s pants and literally fell onto the futon.  Every 

one of his tender touches on my body—and each of mine on his—felt utterly, splendidly new 

and mysterious, just like it would have, could have, should have happened with Denny.   

 With some fumbling, we got each other out of our underpants and explored our impatient 

private parts with curious, gentle fingers and tongues.  I’d never before made noises while 

copulating, but it was so unexpectedly thrilling when Roy took my cock in his boyish mouth that 

I groaned loudly—or maybe it was a long gasp.  He giggled around his mouthful of me.   

 Getting sucked off had never been my favorite mode of sexual communication, but all 

preferences were meaningless nonsense now with Roy’s lips around my cock and its length lost 

in his smooth throat.  His technique was timeless, yet perfectly, lingeringly timed to bring me to 

climax just when I couldn’t wait one more second or my head would explode.  Instead, coming, 

shooting off, pouring myself into Roy, it did explode.   

 Long after swallowing my semen, Roy let my exhausted dick slip slowly and sweetly out 

of his mouth and looked up at me with a mischievous grin.  Literally blown away, I mumbled my 

ravished gratitude, and he whispered, “Now it’s your turn.”  I could have sworn I’d just had my 

turn but quickly adjusted to Roy’s splendidly altruistic attitude about giving blow jobs. 

 Inspired by his altruism, the blow job I gave Roy may not have been as technically 

perfect, but for a first in my long career, I managed to take his cock down my throat without 

choking, timing my breaths carefully.  For an instant only I imagined doing this long ago with 

Denny, and then it all returned to the here and now.  Burying my nose in Roy’s crisp pubic curls 

on the intake thrusts and breathing in his musky fragrance on the outward strokes, was either 

intoxicating or hypnotic, maybe both.  Either way, I sucked his perfect dick in a trance.  

Meanwhile, Roy’s moans fulfilled me in a wondrous new way.  My turn indeed! 

# 

 

 Roy and I took a brief post-coital nap to Mozart’s music and then, “We took a walk.  I 

found out much about his young life with his family and the few affairs he has had.”  All I can 

remember is that he’d had two boyfriends in high school.  How lucky is that?  Gary was there 

when we got back and volunteered to drive Roy downtown to the Buckskin to rejoin his friends. 

 Sunday, the first day of spring, Roy came by to see me in the afternoon, and we once 

more wrestled naked on the futon.  In another trance, I sucked him off again with the same 

spectacular consequences, both physical and mental.  For his turn, the divine ephebe let me stick 

my cock in between his thighs and ride his strong young body to paradise.   

 My notes say that afterwards, “We went to see “Lion in Winter” at school and had more 

serious talks on the way back to Bellevue about history and religion and all that.”  With a few 

more kisses, Roy reminded me he had high school tomorrow, of course, and an evening job in 

the menswear department of a store downtown, so we wouldn’t be able to see each other for a 

few days.  Then he took off to catch a bus home.   

# 
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 After a normal Monday’s classes, I was at home in the afternoon wondering what to do 

next when the phone rang and to my surprise, it was Ken.  He was terribly upset about a 

revolution in Argentina!  The President, a General Levingston, had been ousted by some other 

general.  Ken told me to call Bill right away and find out what was going on. 

 Bill didn’t seem terribly upset by the revolution, responding in effect that that’s how the 

cookie crumbles.  He now explained this was why the head office had put stuff on hold.  They’d 

known that being a pet of Levingston, the chemical plant project didn’t have wide support, and 

the new strongman hated it—and Americans.  I felt like a poor peon just run over by the 

juggernaut of history, but Bill shrugged it off remarking that I’d surely find some other good job.  

He himself had just gotten word of a new assignment in Nigeria. 

 Though flabbergasted, I was vastly relieved to hear that Mother wouldn’t be going with 

Bill.  He said that country was no place for a white woman.  He was set to go in early May—

which spurred me to ask about that VW bus.  There were some complications, but it should get 

there by late April—just in time for my birthday.  When I said goodbye to Mother, she lamented 

what had happened and hoped to heaven I’d find a good job.  That made two of us. 

 With the wind so totally taken out of my sails, I called Ken with the horrible news and 

then went to the library to dig up places to contact about jobs.  Still fixated on going overseas, I 

looked into the Foreign Service, United Nations, etc., not particularly realistic ambitions to say 

the least.  Here’s where I could really have used an advisor.  Fact was, I’d never had a proper 

advisor, either in high school or in college.  I’d always had to rely on my own naïve, impaired 

judgement to find my way in the world, and you can see where that had gotten me.   

 With proper guidance, I’d probably never have majored in Russian or set my sights on a 

teaching career.  We won’t even talk about my bad decisions that led to marriage and fatherhood. 

Last fall, decent advice would have told me to tone down my overtly gay public behavior, and in 

the aftermath I’d have been urged to ship out with Kenny to New York.  Now, derailed by 

Argentine history, I’d surely have been advised to look for a job in New Orleans to be with Ken.  

Instead, I harbored delusions of a becoming a fancy international somebody.   

  That evening I answered the phone to find Roy, who didn’t have to work after all.  He 

caught the bus right over.  After dinner with Gary and a playful bath, Roy and I sat listening to 

Soler with tea and a joint and then made a dive for the futon.  He let me caress and kiss his 

shapely shoulders and trail my kisses down his long spine to that elegant cleft at its base.   

 From there it was a short way to bury my face between his peachy-fuzzed buttocks and 

kiss his nether lips.  Roy writhed happily, making no protest when I squirted some KY lube on 

my finger and cock, primed his splendid bottom with the former, and then inserted the latter as 

slowly and gently as possible.  To our chorus of groans, I slipped up inside his body, a first-time 

ecstasy for us both, my first time to fuck a virgin. 

 Coming back with a towel, I found a perfect vision of the dear boy sitting up in front of 

the tapestry—crying.  Smiling up at me with tears through his freckles, he said he was so very 

happy.  A couple days later with Roy off at school and work, I turned that vision into a poem, 

and now so many years later I’ve also made it into a digital illustration for your delectation (with 

many thanks to French painter Hyppolyte Flandrin, 1809-1864): 
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                  RENAISSANCE MOMENT 
 

By a flowered tapestry with candlelight like honey 

On garlands of petals and your soft-napped cheeks, 

I hold your head to my chest and call you beautiful.  

Like twining vines, I’ve traced runes on your back    

And kissed your secret lips in fragrant darkness. 

Now I weep too and wonder  

At the sweet irony 

Of our happy tears. 

                        3/26/71 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Jeune Homme avec Fleurs  

### 
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4.3 BECALMED 

—in which Roy and I go to Daytona Beach 

 

 When the wind so suddenly stopped blowing me towards Argentina, my sails hung limp, 

and my little boat floated around becalmed in Milwaukee.  Well, what’s one to do when the 

darned wind doesn’t blow at all?  I guess, just float around among the mundane eddies and swirls 

of life and wait for some breeze, any breeze to spring up and push me in some direction.  That 

was essentially my feckless frame of mind for quite a while after meeting Roy.  

 Without being conscious of doing it, I surrendered to the winds of fate.  I did absolutely 

nothing to pursue any of those international aspirations, look locally for some kind of job, or 

research possibilities in New Orleans—as Ken kept urging me to do.  After losing both job and 

Kenny, I was deeply into denial—totally disengaged and unmotivated. 
 

          Nowadays I’ve been privileged to see 

the face of Providence in my art (drawings of 

Aztec deities):  Ehecatl, God of the Wind, the 

spirit of Life, Intellect, and Inspiration.  Lord 

Wind is the engine of fate, the motive force of 

Life.  (My drawing of that deity is stylistically 

authentic, based on one in Codex Borgia, an 

Aztec picture-books that survived the book-

burnings by Spanish priests.)  So I gladly  

decided to put my faith and trust in Ehecatl.  

          For months after this resignation to a 

higher power (which naturally allowed me 

disavow any personal responsibility), my 

poems were fairly frequent, verbose, obtuse, 

and often of questionable inspiration—or 

taste—the naïve idiom of the hippie.  I value 

its intent, if not its expression.  However, there 

were a few sparkling turns of phrase I’ll 

         Ehecatl, Aztec God of the Wind                       eventually dare to inflict on you.   
 

 At this point, I apologize if this memoir gets rather episodic, and the timelines blur.  With 

only those poems and a few letters from distant lovers (and ex-wife) to build on, I’m uncertain 

exactly what happened when.  The episodes are the heart of the matter.  Over the following 

months, the larger story of my distant love affairs (and local romances) basically went nowhere.  

One might say I freaked out.  In the process, I developed quite a reputation amongst the students 

as a hip Russian teacher—which probably didn’t sit well with my now temporary employers.  

Unwittingly, I enjoyed the impunity of a lame duck. 

# 

 

 At least I wasn’t a lonely duck.  The liaison with lovely young Roy continued with all the 

benefits of great sex—and curious paternal feelings for the sweet freckle-faced kid.  Or maybe I 

should say maternal:  I felt my breasts swell when he sucked on my nipples.  He soon learned to 

top me properly and did so with gusto.   
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 Shortly, Easter break rolled around, and Gary kindly invited Roy and me to come with 

him on a road trip to Daytona.  I’d heard about the traditional spring break festivities on Florida’s 

beaches and jumped at the chance to experience them.  Roy also had a break from his high 

school, and somehow he convinced his folks to let him loose for this adventure.  We went in 

Gary’s folks’ station wagon again—down the splendid new super highway called Interstate 75.   

 The long way seemed much less so streaking down the modern divided road, quite unlike 

the old roads we’d had to travel to and from New Orleans.  After those trips to my beloved old 

stomping grounds, I was fairly addicted to roaming.  As did Gary, I had something of a latter-day 

beatnik attitude, Jack Kerouac and all that.  On this trip we kept hearing a song on the radio that 

became something of an anthem for me:  “Me and You and a Dog Named Boo” by a singer name 

of Lobo.  Particularly poignant was rolling across Georgia and hearing the line:  “I remember to 

this day the bright red Georgia clay…”  Also:  “Oh, how I wish we were back on the road again.”   

I was thrilled to be back on the road again—with a boy named Roy.   

 Turning off the expressway at Gainesville, Gary dropped me for a brief visit with the 

family while he and Roy went somewhere for lunch.  I was dismayed to find that Barbara was 

off at her classes, and the girls were at their nursery school.  Only Martha, slightly pregnant and 

due in October, was home with my toddler nephew-godson Bob and my former “lucky dog” 

Oná, who was ecstatic to see me—and vice versa.  (“She” was a miniature Pekingese mentioned 

in my first memoir as the prime factor that caused my marriage and fatherhood.)    Martha and I, 

always great friends, had a good, affectionate visit.  She assured me that Barbara and the girls 

were in good spirits about our split, definitely the right thing for us all.    

 The year before when I’d been at a personal nadir as a security cop in that revolting 

tannery, for just retribution I’d made off with one of their shoe-leather cowhides.  Barbara had 

asked for it to make purses for her and Nana.  Leaving it with some other presents for Martha to 

give them, I took off with my friends for Daytona for my first spring break on the beach. 

# 

 

 Somehow Gary found us a motel room for our planned three nights at Daytona, to which, 

in my oblivion I’d given no more thought than the lilies of the field.  It was only a single with 

one double bed, but Gary was mostly gone anyway, off drinking beer with the college crowds in 

taverns.  Roy and I spent our time lolling around on the beach, frequently returning to the room 

for cold showers and lots of aspirin to set our tans and for enthusiastic bouts of copulation.  For 

me it was a dream of reincarnated bliss with the beloved Dennis of my youth.  Coincidentally, as 

I couldn’t help noting, we ate our breakfasts and dinners at a nearby restaurant called Denny’s. 

 Part of our lolling about was naturally long walks up and down the spectacular beach 

where folks drove and parked just above the high-tide line (a practice that was banned in later 

years).  Strolling along among the hordes of spring-breakers with my splendid Roy-boy, I barely 

noticed the collegiate pulchritude everywhere evident.  

 Fortunately, I took a few photos of the experience, one of Roy remarkable for a couple 

reasons.  Besides his obvious, if unfocused beauty, I love his reflection on the wet sand.  Then, if 

you’ll look closely—which I only did many years later—you can probably see that the photo 

also accidentally caught a perfect vortex of seabirds swirling above the pier.  What on earth was 

that all about?  I’ve never again observed or found reference to this surreal phenomenon.  I like 

to think it was a magical symbol of the glory of our beach romance.  That’s much more 

satisfying than thinking it was merely an inexplicable anomaly of nature.   
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 Roy with Vortex at Daytona, 1971       Me Sand-castling at Daytona, 1971 
 

 When not strolling the beach with my eromenos—or rejoicing in his embrace—I devoted 

myself to sand-sculptures.  I discovered that the Daytona sand was (and still is) a perfect medium 

for shaping, almost the consistency and stability of modelling clay!  On the first day, I created a 

mermaid languidly draped on a “rock” and gazing out to sea—meditating on the tide that came in 

during that night and washed her away.  The second day I sculpted a great dragon with wings 

sprawling across the sand, of which many people, including a local reporter, took pictures.   

 I didn’t see it, but Gary told me that photo had appeared in the newspaper the next day.  I 

was too busy lolling, strolling, and loving Roy to look at newspapers, or to create a third 

masterpiece of temporary sand-art.  Instead, I piddled at a standard sand-castle as seen in the 

above photo that Roy took of me.  I only wish I’d been standing so you’d see that I hadn’t yet 

developed the middle-aged spread that I’ve finally shed in my old age.  Note that my stylish 

haircut of a month before had by now grown out as a ridiculous mop.  Happily, I still have 

almost that much hair, almost as dark, though with a slightly higher forehead.   

# 

 

 Now we come to a period when I’ve no clear memory of sequence—even with dated 

poems—but as I remarked earlier, the episodes themselves are what is important.  I do know 

fairly for sure that the next couple weeks of April saw the affair with Roy continue between his 

high school classes and mine at UWM.  In between his kisses, like a good polyamorous fellow, I 

kept up my loving correspondences with Ken and Kenny.   
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 The former wrote of his attempts to find work in New Orleans, remarked on various 

tricks, and urged me to get on the stick about my own situation, a dilemma I couldn’t manage to 

face.  The latter wrote about trying to afford new ballet shoes and publicity photos and having no 

romantic involvements for a whole month.  For a pittance, he started cleaning a house on 

Saturday mornings.  He’d also gotten a job with City Opera in a touring company and was 

hopeful about landing a gig in “Fiddler on the Roof.”  Meanwhile, I wrote both of them about my 

uneventful lamed duck-ness at UWM, not very exciting news… 

 Continuing in denial mode, I didn’t let myself even think about the other matters hanging 

fire—until I got a call from Bill to say that the VW bus should get to New Orleans by Saturday.  

With my 29th birthday on the following Monday, it was an opportune schedule for a present.  

Accordingly, I booked a flight for Friday afternoon and called Ken with the good news.  Waiting 

at the airport, I jotted down a poem like an overgrown haiku: 
 

The geometry of airports and their drone 

Have a long concrete effect on me, 

As in this one where a quarter hour away 

Wait wings and clouds like chaotic cobbles 

On the jet road to you. 

# 

 

 Ken met me at the Moissant airport (now known as Louis Armstrong International), and 

we spent the night in the familiar bed at Gerry’s shotgun house.  Making love with all the 

passion of the past summer, we consequently got very little sleep.  In the morning I called 

Mother and Bill, who regretted that the VW wouldn’t get there after all till Monday.  Hardly able 

to complain, I figured I’d just have to extend my stay and skip some more of my classes—the 

prerogative of a lame duck.  My students would enjoy the unexpected vacation. 

 Saturday was like a second honeymoon for us going to Pontchartrain Beach and the 

amusement park in the later morning and wandering the Quarter in the afternoon.  Over a light 

supper at the Napoleon House accompanied by Beethoven symphonies, Ken remarked with his 

usual sensitivity that I really ought to spend my birthday with the family.  When I protested the 

cost of flying to Gainesville, he offered me his car for the trip, the Dodge Dart he’d bought with 

money from the Mustang.  Ken’s generosity and sacrifice still stuns me.   

 After supper we spent a good while in Pete’s and Lafitte’s but left the Saturday night 

crowds early, retreating to the privacy of that big bed in Gerry’s front room.  We got a bit more 

sleep that night, but not much.  Sunday morning very early I called Mother to let her know my 

sudden Florida plans and found she was planning a birthday cake for Monday.  I regretted that it 

would have to wait for my return on Tuesday.   

 When I called Barbara to let her know I’d get there late that evening, she and the girls got 

all excited.  She gave me the name of reasonable motel on University, and I promised to show up 

early Monday morning, bells on.  (Literally—because I had a fancy new pair of bell-bottom 

jeans purchased from my favorite menswear salesman named Roy.)  

 By later morning I was on the road in dear Ken’s great car for the long drive across the 

Gulf Coast to Gainesville.  It was a trip I’d be taking several times in future decades.  Along the 

big highway, Gulfport and Biloxi (before all the casinos) were attractive beach towns, and I was 

impressed by Mobile and their long causeway across Mobile Bay.  Then the big highway petered 

out into winding rural roads that made the trip considerably slower across the Florida panhandle 

(where eventually I-10 would be laid).   
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 There was a particularly beautiful stretch of road approaching the town of Live Oak 

where the trees were draped in Spanish moss.  In later years, zipping along the new I-10, I 

always missed that lovely scene.  What was on my young romantic mind during those long hours 

of driving is a mystery, but I can tell you what’s on my old unromantic mind now.  In hindsight, 

I do believe that if things back then had been like today, I’d have married Ken at the drop of a 

hat.  We had that kind of loving closeness, acceptance, and understanding—unlike anything I’ve 

experienced since.   

 As you well know, marriage wasn’t an operative concept for gays in the last century, 

which fact made all the difference to notions of commitment.  I’d felt a deep commitment to 

Barbara in our marriage (until I walked away from it), but for all the love I felt for Ken, it simply 

wasn’t there.  He’d remarked and written several times that he planned to spend the rest of his 

life with me, and in my own way I’d fantasized the same.  However, I was all too aware of the 

transience of romance between men.  If Ken and I had been allowed to marry, I’m sure our 

conjoined life would have moved on a vastly different path than either of our individual fates 

followed.  But there’s no point in speculating about alternate history.  

# 

 

 It was late golden evening when I got to that stretch into Live Oak and dark, moonless 

night at Lake City with its connection to I-75 South.  A splendid feature of Ken’s car was a tape 

player he’d installed, and the whole drive I listened to his classical collection, a lot familiar and 

some brand new for me.  Rolling blithely down the dark, almost empty expressway and listening 

to the Brandenburgs of Bach, I apparently rested my foot a bit heavy on the accelerator because 

soon an ominous flashing light pulled me over. 

  As the large officer walked up to my window, I rolled it down, and the blast of Bach 

took him aback.  When I’d quickly turned it off, he smilingly asked if I knew how fast I was 

going.  I answered truthfully that I didn’t, and just as jovially he said, “Let’s just say you were 

passing everything on the road.”  I apologized and added as an excuse that I was on the way to 

see my kids for my birthday tomorrow.  The officer chuckled and said, “Well, just try and keep it 

down to the speed limit, sir—and have a happy birthday.”   

 Rolling on toward the Gainesville exit, I reveled in relief and understood that I’d just 

experienced a miracle, a humane traffic stop.  (Believe it or not, I experienced another such 

humane miracle in more recent years in Paducah, Texas.  Go figure.)  Unpunished for my 

speeding, in a musty Gainesville motel bed I slept the sleep of the forgiven and presented myself 

by 7:30, clean and shaven, at Gene and Martha’s house. 

 I was just in time for the tumult of breakfasts—and another scrambling, wagging greeting 

with little Oná.  After big happy birthday hugs around, they sat me at the breakfast table with 

Jake and Aimée perched on either knee.  My girls had each drawn birthday cards for me in the 

inimitable style of five- and four-year olds with stick figures and lollypop trees.  I was gratified 

to see Barbara looking so happy and healthy.  We talked of about everything except my job 

prospects, about which I of course had absolutely nothing to say.  When Barbara and Gene were 

finished with their eggs and bacon, they both took off for their day of classes.   

 Left alone with the kids and dog, Martha told me that they were all sad that the Buenos 

Aires job had fallen through and hoped I’d find something good soon.  I simply hoped the same.  

While she cleaned up the breakfast things I sat on the living room floor playing with the kids and 

dog.  Then Martha joined us and asked if I was feeling lonely.  She’d always known I was gay—

and why Barbara and I had split up—and so I mentioned enough about my various “great and 
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good friends” for her to pass the information on to Barbara.  It was easier that way and naturally 

meant nothing to the kids playing on my lap.  

# 

 

 Later in the morning, to give Martha a break from her domestic routine, I took the kids 

and dog to a nearby park for a play session.  The pleasurable exercise in fatherhood of my two 

little girls extended even to include little nephew Bob, who was the closest thing to a son I’d ever 

had.  Pushing them on the swings and romping on the merry-go-round and slide were a thrilling 

change from my world of classes and “adult” pastimes.  Looking back on it several days later, I 

wrote a brief poem, again not much more than an overweight haiku: 
 

My younger girl doesn’t have my eyes, 

Or any feature of mine, it seems, 

Yet when she droops over my arms  

To drink from the fountain, 

And leaves her face in the water 

To feel its wetness on her chin, 

I know she is of me. 
 

 After a couple hours of such play, which wore me out far more than the kids, I took them 

for lunch at the Dairy Queen where we made a huge mess of hamburgers and ice cream cones.  

Touchingly maternal, Jake carefully cleaned the chocolate smears off Bob’s little mouth.  Back 

at their home, I announced to Martha that it was our naptime, and the bunch of us plus pup and 

Aimée’s Mousie crashed across her and Gene’s double bed in a jumbled cuddle.  Drifting off to 

peaceful sleep cradled in the bosom of my family, so to speak, I felt enormously grateful to Ken 

for this incomparable birthday present.  Here I was now completing my 29th year without giving 

one thought to the imminent ending of the decade of my youth.   

 In mid-afternoon Barbara got back from her classes to find the pile of us still snoozing, 

and when we awoke, she and I took Jake, Aimée, and Oná for a walk around the neighborhood 

chatting about how our now separate lives were going.  She was excited about her plans to 

become a teacher and mentioned going out occasionally with a nice fellow named Paul.  But she 

realistically figured he wasn’t actually serious about a divorcée with two kids.   

 I spoke vaguely about my several friends, but steered the conversation to my teaching, 

dismay at losing the Argentina opportunity, and Bill’s offer of the VW bus.  Trying to downplay 

concern about finding a new job, also her great worry, I was unable to name one thing I’d done 

to look for one.  I remarked about simply hoping for the best in this best of all possible worlds.  

Actually doing something about the quandary would have to wait for later. 

 That evening, Martha and Barbara cooked a splendid birthday dinner.  Gene filled me in 

on his teaching at the U and their plans for a summer in Washington DC with some institute.  He 

avoided asking me about my future plans.  Otherwise it was relaxed, very like the multitude of 

dinners we’d had together in so many preceding years.  Afterwards, with the kids put to bed, I 

got ready to head back to New Orleans, planning to stop for some sleep near Pensacola.  Seeing 

me off, we all hugged, and as I drove off, Barbara called, “We love you, Richie!” 

# 

 

 It was early Tuesday afternoon when I rolled into Covington and the St. Paul School.  

After a brief courtesy call on Cousin-Brother Paul with greetings from Mother, I asked at the 
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office where to find Ken and waited for him to finish his Science class.  From there we crossed 

the lake on the causeway and went straight to Mother’s house on Bank Street, where I was 

greeted with a belated birthday hug and her gift of a western style shirt.  I knew I’d never wear it 

but thanked her sincerely.  (Later Ken told me he’d gladly wear it out to the bars.)  

 Meanwhile, Bill looked on fondly and then started apologizing:  In some unspecified way 

the promised VW bus had disappeared—dematerialized?—and instead he had a truck for me.  It 

was parked down the street:  a one-ton flat-bed welding rig with a small winch-hoist on the back.  

I was struck dumb by the gift-horse, as was Ken, but somehow managed to thank him. 

 We spent no more time there than was absolutely necessary—to wish Bill good luck on 

tomorrow’s business trip to Nigeria and hope that Mother enjoyed her new job as a receptionist 

for an eye doctor.  Driving the big truck, I awkwardly followed Ken across town to Gerry’s 

place, where we retreated to the bed, saying nothing about Bill’s birthday surprise.  We shared a 

fine dinner at Commander’s Palace and post-coital confidences, and soon I was on my way back 

to Milwaukee with plans to grab some shut-eye somewhere around Memphis. 

 My sleep happened late at night rather before Memphis, surprisingly comfortable 

stretched out on the truck’s big bench seat.  Rolling across Illinois in the later morning, just as I 

was approaching the turn-off for Kankakee, smoke started boiling out from under the truck’s 

hood.  Horrified, I took the exit and providentially could pull into a service station at the foot of 

the ramp.  As I popped the hood, the station attendant came running with a fire extinguisher and 

sprayed the flames shooting out of the carburetor.  The burned spot in the white paint on the 

hood was regrettable, but at least it was a small matter to buy a new carburetor. 

 It was late afternoon when I got to Milwaukee and drove the monster truck down the 

quiet streets to the Bellevue, my chagrin palpable.  Driving this vehicle around town, I’d be even 

more of a hippie than in a VW bus.  At least it was indisputably butch. 

### 
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4.4 EBB-TIDE 

—in which I go to Ft. Lauderdale and meet a poet 

 

 After playing that sick joke on me for my birthday (the freaky truck), come May, Lord 

Wind turned His face from me and left me to slosh around in no particular direction.  This is, of 

course, what happens when a guy can’t whip up the initiative or ambition to do anything for 

himself—relying on the rare mercies of Providence to solve his problems, which he won’t even 

acknowledge.  I wandered around in that summer of 1971, supposedly carefree in the liberated 

lifestyle of a hippie poet, while now in hindsight I think I was actually enormously depressed. 

 Back in Milwaukee for the lusty month of May, I indulged those springtime urges with 

dear Roy and went back to teaching my classes, all the while trying to ignore the dire prospects 

of my professional future and the desolation of Kenny’s absence.  By the end of the first week 

I’d reached an oblivious equilibrium: 
 

I’ve put daisies in a vase near the window. 

They sit now in a new room rearranged by spring. 

Old chairs switched from their dusty squares, 

Glass sparkling in a brighter light of Haydn 

And his morning now I’ve shaken off 

That cold and old aching. 

My thoughts shine in yellow petals, 

And your absence at least leaves 

Me with the round sound of an oboe, 

And the scent of new flowers. 

    5/7/71 
 

 Though I never breathed a word of it to Roy, I soon developed a secret passion for a 

straight fellow named Jim.  I met him while sitting in on a class in ecology, a subject I knew 

nothing about but found intriguing.  Jim was attractive in a cute but un-aggressive way with an 

endearing smile.  To me, the white headband that held back his long hair seemed a wonderful 

badge of his captivating hippie-dom.  Over the next couple weeks, I wrote several incoherent 

verses to and about Jim in a cycle I called “Freak Chic.”  My passion unrequited and apparently 

unnoticed, I took to wearing a blue headband myself to proclaim my membership in the tribe of 

“Hair” and felt tremendously with it while toodling around town in my welding rig. 

 Though I tried not to show anything, perhaps Roy felt a growing distance in my 

affections as a result of my secret hots for Jim.  On the other hand, by the middle of May I’d 

noticed some distance in his own embraces, as evidenced in a poem which I never gave him: 
 

Don’t feel strange in wanting to leave. 

Even at the start of our months, 

I knew all the tragic words of how 

We’d have only the beach 

And a few nights under a candle. 

And I’ve heard the rehearsals in your head 

Perfecting the answer to my question 

Asked already some weeks ago. 

    5/13/71 
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 Only a few days later Roy perfected his answer, and after an affectionate farewell 

embrace, I drove him downtown in the old truck to the Buckskin to leave him with his young 

friends.  Simply accepting how the cookie crumbles, I was superficially sad, but wasn’t heart-

broken and felt no more alone than before.  My ease in saying goodbye tells me now that Roy 

had just been my ‘boy-toy.’  Unlike Ken or Kenny, he hadn’t been my lover, merely a delectable 

playmate.  Today, I’m ashamed of being so superficial, and given the impossible chance again, 

I’d like to think I’d be more appreciative of an eromenos.  

# 

 

 In those last couple weeks with Roy I’d had ample unaccompanied evenings to go out 

dancing at the Castaways, and after he left, that was my main nocturnal pastime.  Indeed I went 

out specifically to dance, still under the spell of Leonard Cohen’s line:  “I’m not looking for 

another as I wander in my time.”  I guess that was a good attitude since my long-haired freak 

look didn’t generate a lot of carnal interest from the crowds.   

 I still found a few dance partners from months past but mostly danced by myself.  Several 

years before in my bitter exile in Seattle, I’d danced on campus lawns to music in my head like a 

demented faun.  At least now in Milwaukee I had real music in an appropriate venue, and maybe 

my dance was slightly less demented.  That early disco music wasn’t terribly wild, just energetic.  

Prancing around with stylish long hair and hippie headband, I felt totally in tune with the Age of 

Aquarius and blithely banished any niggling worries, anxieties, or loneliness. 

 Looking back on those May nights of mindless cavorting, I can see the great change 

wrought in me by the loves I’d found in Ken and then in Kenny.  No longer was my inner jaguar 

on the prowl.  Well sated, the magnificent beast now lay around in the sun, lazily digesting and 

unconcerned about future feasts—for the time being.  Nonetheless, on one such evening of 

solitary dance, I recall taking a scrumptious, long-haired Biology student home with me.  His 

name escapes me, but the perfect ivory globes of his young buttocks will never.  Even a well-fed 

jaguar can be tempted by a little bite of dessert. 

# 

 Besides finishing up my classes for the term, as the precious days of May slipped through 

my oblivious fingers, I was forced to deal with another inevitable detail of life:  preparing to 

move out of the Bellevue apartment.  With a certain Zen detachment, I set about disposing of the 

left-overs from the marriage and most of the odds and ends I’d accumulated over the preceding 

months of bachelor life.   

 Packing away only my journals, the antique Doré folios, the gilt-framed Renoir off-strike, 

and a modicum of clothes, I organized a rummage sale with handmade signs posted on the streets 

of the neighborhood and around the UWM campus.  They attracted surprisingly large crowds of 

avid rummagers.  There were many older matronly and grandfatherly types, but I was pleased to 

sell my treasures to many students as well.  Plucking my heart strings, lovely hippie Jim from the 

Ecology class showed up but didn’t buy anything: 
 

This is what it’s come to. 

I’m moving out all these things 

That have hung scales on my skin. 

I’m taking silver for betraying 

Chairs and lamps to Philistines 

In my picked-over dining room   

When I’m surprised to see you 
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Among the scavengers, eyes on me. 

“Come, let me sell you an old record 

Which plays my secret plan of seduction. 

Come, buy this lovely concerto 

Which codes my strategy of conquest. 

And come with me to the beach 

Where you can cross my palm  

With your flesh and blood money.” 

   5/24/71 
 

 The remark about the beach referred to my brother-in-love Gary’s plans for another road 

trip for the coming weeks between terms.  In a letter to Kenny which curiously never got mailed, 

I remarked on the odd closeness I felt with Ken’s brother:   

 “Gary is around often.  We do get along so well, but mainly because I seem to have 

become more freak than fag, I believe.  He’s now my only close companion in a social sense.  

Our relationship is one where he’s sometimes gone for days, and I never have to bother my head 

about him.  Then he comes back or is lying at a nap when I come home, and we just talk about 

what we’ll do together.  Or he just smiles faintly and really isn’t interested in whatever foolish 

piece of poetry I’ve just finished.  For instance, I haven’t the vaguest where he is right now.” 

 Meanwhile, I was very much anticipating the trip Gary suggested to New Orleans to see 

Ken and thence to Ft. Lauderdale and its fabled beaches, reputedly even more magnificent than 

Daytona.  Not only would I be back in Ken’s arms, if only briefly, but I could also see Barbara 

and the girls, also briefly.  I almost captured the anticipation in a poem: 
 

My friend begins to think of roads again, 

And even my skin remembers the sea,  

So like this lake, but so much larger, 

Waves slipping up the forehead of the shore. 

 

My toes blissfully recall the sand, 

Gritty and warm in my sandals,  

On an endless beach reaching 

The horn of the eastern horizon. 

 

My friend begins to think of roads again, 

Which hum under our wheels the tune 

Of mountain grades and flat farms 

Drawn taut all the way to Cairo. 

    5/?/71 
 

# 

 

 In the midst of the liquidation sale, I found a great deal of comfort, finally, in thinking of 

my dear Ken.  In another poem I actually managed to imagine a future with him, the one he kept 

asking me for.  It’s titled for one of my favorite Monet prints, now long lost in my history of 

moves.  I still have a great photo of it, though: 
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TULIP FIELDS NEAR SASSENHEIM 
 

I’ve just spoken with you 

Who gladden my heart with words 

Of our someday apartment. 
 

All these tables and plates, 

These canisters and curtains, 

I’m selling off tainted. 

That they not whisper memories 

To me in that new room, our own. 
        Tulip Fields Near Sassenhim by Claude Monet 

New cars and carpets  

Of which we talked briefly 

Will be bought clean 

To record the days for us 

In that bright new room, our own. 
 

Yet these soft couch cushions 

Did once feel your hand 

And caress your cheek— 

But even they will go, 

And I’ll sit on your sofa, our own. 
 

I’ll come to you with music 

And Monets for our room, 

Tulip fields to surround us. 

I’ll come to you fresh-bathed, 

To the flowers of your bed, our own. 
 

On the cabinet now these tulips 

Strain their red throats 

Shouting at the blankening walls 

Of this denuded home 

And soon will see me off forever. 

   5/25/71 
 

 Back in that poem written to Jim I remarked on a strategy of conquest.  However, the 

only strategy I had, and that a strategy of survival, was to move into an extra room in Herman’s 

huge apartment on Downer Avenue.  Across the street was the campus building with my office, 

so it couldn’t have been more convenient.  With my minimal belongings I moved in on Tuesday, 

June 1, and spent the next few days forcing myself to grade my students’ final exams, which had 

come to feel rather an existential waste of effort.  

 On Friday, June 4 (the day I wrote to Kenny and didn’t mail the letter), I went to the 

party Roy’s young friends were throwing for his going off into the Air Force.  In the few weeks 

since I’d seen him, Roy seemed to have grown even taller.  He was friendly and dear with me.  

In our time together we’d never spoken of him having any plans for after his high school 

graduation, and I was proud of him for taking such a decisive step.  Of course, I myself was 

incapable of doing anything decisively, unless it was going to bed with somebody.   
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 The following night, Saturday, June 5, Herman threw a big orgy-party.  Early on I 

mingled with all the theater and arts types—and even had a gin and tonic.  It was fun welcoming 

Dotty, Lena, and Wilhelmina to my new digs.  And in talking with our lesbian roommate 

Maryann, I saw that behind the Barbarella outfit, she was a soft-spoken, charming young woman.  

When I declined her offer of a line of cocaine, she shrugged it off and snorted one herself.  

Rather early I closed myself in my room, and the party rolled on.  When the orgy matured, they 

were quiet in their business, and my jaguar and I slumbered undisturbed in our new bed. 

# 

 

 It took me part of the following week to finish grading the exams, and then Gary and I 

raced off to New Orleans on Friday.  Early the next morning, Ken was waiting for us at Gerry’s 

house, and with Gary following behind, I rode with him across Lake Pontchartrain to Covington.  

On the drive Ken kept giving me dubious looks and then finally got to the point:  that I really 

needed a haircut—I looked like a freaky hippie with the long hair and headband.  I objected that 

I wasn’t any more of a hippie than Gary with his long blond hair, but he replied that that was 

Gary’s business.  I was his.   

 After dropping in on Brother Paul to say hi and goodbye, we packed all Ken’s stuff into 

the two cars, including an easy-chair he’d bought in the back of Gary’s station wagon.  As we 

drove back across the 25-mile Causeway to the city, I tried to comfort Ken with optimistic 

chatter about coming back after summer school and living with him at last.  Perhaps he was 

comforted, but all the same he nagged me about not having done anything to find a job.  I 

explained how there was nothing I could do yet, and that I simply trusted the universe to provide.  

My existential and very modern attitude was also a wonderfully convenient copout, which Ken 

very apparently did not find all that convincing.   

 From the city we rode on the ferryboat from the foot of Canal Street across the wide 

Mississippi to Gretna, where Ken had rented a furnished house on Stumpf Boulevard.  After 

unloading, he and I went back into the city to drop in on Mother when she’d gotten off work.  

She was real glad to see me, though also dubious about my long hair, and was happy because 

Bill would be back soon from Nigeria.  He’d hated working there and had quit that assignment.  

She had no idea what they’d be doing next, but Bill always had something lined up.  Mother and 

Ken both ganged up on me about looking for a job, and I could offer only my canned response. 

 About the ferry trip back to Gretna, in the morning of the next day, Sunday, I wrote: 
 

       GOING TO GRETNA 
 

With the muddy river roiling  

Before the prow below us, 

More than contentment contained me. 

White froth boiled in the wake 

Of our ferry to the West Bank, 

When I bent with you over the rail, 

More filled than the sky with clouds. 

The river wind coiled through your curls. 

The fragrance of wharves will always 

Call back this glory of us together 

On this deck, the car radio blaring. 

   6/20/71 
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 Ken’s plans for a traditional shrimp-boil in the back yard came off beautifully, the bunch 

of us hovering around the picnic table and its washtub full of spicy shrimps.  Besides Ken, Gary, 

and me, there was my old friend Lee, now Ken’s friend too, and our erstwhile host Gerry.  Lee 

told us about his musical show in rehearsals right now called “It’s a Freak Country,” which was 

scheduled for a Bourbon Street bar in a few weeks.  He gave us a good idea of its hippie protest 

character, something in the vein of “Hair,” and I was sad that we’d have to miss it.   

 After the guests left later in the evening, we remaining three got ready for bed.  Since 

Ken had only one and a ratty old sofa, Gary went out to sleep on the pallet in the back of his 

car—where you may recall Kenny and I once staged a different kind of show—giving Ken and 

me some very necessary privacy.  When we were on the verge of an intensely interpersonal 

activity, Ken suddenly jumped up off of me and declared that if I wanted to get fucked, he was 

going to have to cut my hair!  With no other option, I laughed and submitted. 

 Ken sat me naked on a stool in the kitchen and naked himself, with a pair of scissors 

sheared my wild locks off down to a much tamer mop.  Replacing my now signature headband, 

he said, “There!  Now you look like an ancient Greek athlete!”  The compliment won him an 

absolutely Olympian feat of fornication on his new bed, after which we slept late.   

# 

 

 Gary got up a lot earlier and made us breakfast.  Another ferry ride took us to the Quarter 

for a touristy wander and a visit to the Tulane campus to show them my old haunts.  Gary’s plan 

was to leave in the evening for Florida, and after he dropped Ken and me off at the Gretna house 

for a farewell afternoon delight, we all went for a super gumbo supper at a local Cajun joint.  

Leaving dear Ken waving a forlorn goodbye from his front porch, we set off on the long night 

drive, taking turns at the wheel and stopping for some real shuteye around Tallahassee. 

 In Gainesville by mid-morning, we found Barbara and the girls waiting for us with coffee 

and a box of gooey donuts.  (Martha, Gene, and Bobby were already off to DC for the summer.)  

When I nonchalantly introduced Gary as the brother of “the guy I’m involved with,” Barbara was 

very welcoming and then remarked that my haircut looked so handsome with the headband.   

After our snacks, we piled into the purple Dodge Dart, and she gave us a tour of the University 

of Florida campus, pointing out the building where her Education classes were.  Riding in the 

back seat with my arms around Jake and Aimée, I felt very much the loving father again.   

 After another visit to the park and swing- and slide-time for the girls, we all went to lunch 

at a Mexican place.  Again my lackadaisical attitude toward job-hunting became the subject of 

concerned conversation, Barbara considering reliance on Providence a very poor strategy.  As an 

innocent bystander, Gary kept out of the discussion.  Now a perspicacious five-year-old, Jake 

suggested I come to Gainesville and get a job there with them.  Avoiding that sensitive subject, 

Barbara remarked on the girls’ great progress in kindergarten. 

 When we’d put the girls down for a nap, Gary and I said goodbyes to Barbara, promising 

to stop by again on the way back.  Like Ken, she smiled rather forlornly as she waved from the 

porch.  On the way back to I-75, Gary commented that he didn’t understand how I could choose 

his good-for-nothing brother over such a sweet family.  I didn’t dignify that with a response, 

thinking that if he didn’t understand, maybe Gary wasn’t gay after all.  But as Ken had said, that 

was his business.  On the long ride south we talked of other things. 

# 
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 In the wee hours of the morning, Gary drove us a short way out into the Everglades to a 

place he knew from earlier beach trips, a pull-off under a stand of dense, dark trees where we 

parked and slept away the rest of the night in the back of the station wagon.  In the morning light 

the feathery trees actually looked black.  Gary called them Australian pines.  Beside the car lay a 

narrow piece of bayou with almost black water, which I figured must be a slough.  This, my first 

impression of South Florida, was definitely a memorable sight.  

 Probably because it was now pretty much high summer, the beach at Ft. Lauderdale 

wasn’t as crowded as I expected, but the broad stretch of sand and rhythm of waves soon lulled 

me into a blissful trance.  For the next couple days, I lay around on my towel sunbathing and 

periodically romped in the happy surf, while Gary wandered the beach-side bars drinking beer.  

Our sleeping accommodations were again under the Australian pines in the Everglades. 

 Finding the Lauderdale sand a poor medium for sand-castles, I entertained myself by 

watching the parades of stunning lifeguards and hunky beach bums, none of whom gave any 

evidence of being gay.  That wasn’t a bother since I was still in that Leonard Cohen frame of 

mind that I wasn’t looking for another…  Nor was I on the second evening when we went to a 

gay dance bar in the town of Hollywood, the name of which I’ve sadly forgotten.   

 The bar was notable for having a large patio where I got to dance out under the stars.  

Quite soon I latched on to a lovely energetic dancer with curly black hair and dark, seductive 

eyes.  While we danced wildly to Janis Joplin’s “Bobby Magee,” the guy gave clear evidence of 

being smitten by my shirtless tan chest (and slightly sun-bleached hair).  Things worked out 

nicely when Gary told me to take the car back to the pines.  He’d wing it for the night. 

 That’s how the energetic dancer and I wound up embracing in the back of the station 

wagon.  In preliminary introductions, I learned that he, whose name I’ve also sadly lost, was 

going to be a senior next year at Tufts University and was a poet.  Instead of the expected frantic 

fornication, we lay there in the dark sharing our poetry.   

 The now nameless bard intimidated me by reciting a great number of his verses, which 

struck me as tremendously sensitive and equally obscure.  His delivery was impressively artistic.  

The only poem I could recite for him, and that rather awkwardly, was “Message from Alpha 

Centauri” (noted in the Prelude of this memoir).  After its last lines:  “…leading fission’s chain 

dance / Out the rare earths of your arms,” my appreciative listener allowed me to come unto his 

world like a comet.  In turn, he flashed a solar radiance on the night-sides of my eyes.  

 In the solar radiance of the morning, we went for a huge breakfast at another Denny’s, 

and then my lovely poet took me sightseeing to a botanical garden with the hugest god-damn 

banyan tree one could imagine.  And an enormous flock of flamingoes standing around on their 

stilt legs in a small lake.  Afterwards, I drove him to his home in Hollywood, and we parted with 

no addresses exchanged, our encounter mutually accepted as a splendid one night stand. 

 Back at the beach I found Gary as arranged in a bar with a beer.  We didn’t speak of how 

he may have spent the night but proceeded to hang out for most of the day on the sand.  Heading 

off for home in the evening, it was stormy over the Everglades with strobe lightning. 

### 
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4.5 SQUALLS 

—in which Kenny and I do pornography and psilocybin 

 

 I’ve just finished reading the much-touted writer David Sedaris’ diaries of 1977-2002, 

which he entitled “Theft by Finding.”  Being almost fifteen years younger than this widely 

unknown writer yours truly, David apparently also spent some decades adrift and though he 

wasn’t aware of my metaphor, abjectly reliant on the mercy of Lord Wind.   

 In his entry for February 9, 1992 I felt deeply for David (at 36) when his partner Hugh 

asked if he thought someone was going to knock on the door and offer him a job.  He replied, 

“…of course that’s what I thought.  Doesn’t he know anything?  I don’t make things happen—

that’s not my way.  Rather, I wait around and settle for whatever comes along.”  And look at the 

windfall of fame and fortune that eventually came his way!  

 Maybe his response was merely intended as bitter irony, but it’s the truth in things that 

makes them ironic.  Throughout the earlier years of his diaries, David seems to have exercised 

very little initiative, while laboring conscientiously at many odd jobs, including famous gigs as a 

dubious Christmas elf.  However, David did take initiative in pursuing his profession:  writing 

stories, plays, and the rest.  That’s where he made things happen.   

 In my hippie summer in Milwaukee, at 29, I didn’t even take initiative in my supposed 

profession.  While considering myself a ‘professor’ of sorts, I didn’t really consider teaching a 

profession—just an odd job.  It was to be another several years before I actually found myself a 

profession—which obviously didn’t lead me to fame and fortune.   

 Perhaps David’s and my attitudes of surrender to Lord Wind had to do with our using 

marijuana, but I’m not too sure of that.  My passive attitude got installed in my system long 

before I started smoking pot.  During my youth, Lord Wind was generous with me, blowing 

many splendid things my way, and I never concerned myself about where to go or what to do. 

 So by default I learned to settle for whatever came along.  After losing my position at 

UWM, I simply waited for someone to knock on the door and offer me a job.  Not a good 

strategy, but that was all I knew how to do.  The first and only one to knock on the door was my 

stepfather Bill, and as you know, that job offer proved ephemeral.  

# 

 

 That summer in Herman’s apartment in Milwaukee, I waited for another knock on the 

door, but didn’t dwell on it.  The summer term was only about six weeks long, and those weeks 

slid by in a mix of teaching classes on the lawn across the street, drifting around town in my old 

truck, and dancing at the Castaways—as though I hadn’t a care in the world.   

 Still fancying myself a poet, the only proactive thing I did (like Sedaris), was submit 

some poems to a local poetry chapbook called appropriately “The Bummer.”  They printed those 

lines about the geometry of airports, a negligible (and gruesome) anti-war rant called “Threnody” 

(after Penderecki’s modern music), and a free-verse meditation on my personal situation: 
 

  ONE DAY 
 

This morning the accumulated lack 

Of inspiration in these summer weeks 

Produced a fit of disgruntled insanity 

As I sat on the lawn supposedly teaching. 

It’s impossible to follow philosophical discussions 
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When one is plagued with oversleep, 

A sore toe, and solitude. 

And difficult to formulate amazing insights 

When you look at your feet 

And find them embarrassingly bare. 

That rush to shower without shaving 

And the shame of cinnamon toast 

Eaten in front of an audience 

Irked me, made my ankles itch, and nose clog. 

And it’s especially difficult  

To settle a mettlesome dispute 

When you feel your beard growing, 

But know it makes no difference 

Because for more than three weeks 

Now you’ve slept alone. 

Intriguing questions only give me  

Stiff knees from sitting, 

Flies all over the place, 

And a rampant desire  

To dispense with triviality 

And truck it out of here 

Tomorrow. 

  (July ?, 1971) 
 

 It is probably obvious to the reader that our hero was one seriously depressed hippie, but 

I wasn’t really aware of the slough of despond into which I’d slipped.  All I felt was an 

“accumulated lack of inspiration”—in spite of good marijuana, amenable companions, and 

ample opportunity to dance.   

 In terms of companions, after our Lauderdale trip I didn’t see Gary anymore.  He didn’t 

care much for Herman or Maryann, who for me were simply pleasant housemates, and as 

opposed to the Bellevue, there wasn’t really anywhere for him to crash in the apartment.  

Actually, in spite of our several travels together and the fact that he was Ken’s brother, I never 

gave him another thought.  I guess we were no longer of use to each other.  

 The part about sleeping alone was apparently only a minor matter.  After all, frequent 

letters from Ken and Kenny were full of long-distance affection, and I knew that before long I’d 

be trucking it out of there.  New Orleans and loving happiness with Ken awaited. 

# 

 

 I guess it’s time to stop beating around the bush.  While Lord Wind basically ignored me 

during those dog days of Milwaukee’s summer, He off-handedly sent a couple squalls—or 

thunder-storms—my way to disturb the season’s languor.  Nowadays I think we’d call them 

disturbances in the force.  I tried to take them in stride, but the squalls were fairly devastating 

with lasting effects on my tender psyche. 

 In the midst of my “disgruntled insanity,” Kenny came back to his hometown for some 

ten days.  Finishing the tour in the chorus line of whatever show it was, he had some weeks free 

before joining the famous Broadway show called “Fiddler on the Roof” in the role of the tailor.  

He was so buoyant and joyful back in my arms again that I didn’t even mind the nights he spent 
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at home with Estelle.  For me our time together was a splendid respite from the triviality, a 

dreamlike return to the idyll of last fall and winter.  But my lovely ballet dancer was much 

changed from the innocent lad who’d kissed me over Romana’s compost pile.  I was too. 

 Around my few classes, we hung out in our favorite coffee shop on Downer and took 

long walks along the lakeshore, so I didn’t have time to write any poems.  In the evenings we 

rode in my freaky truck downtown to the Castaways and danced.  Having gotten used to going to 

gay bars in New York, Kenny reported that tricks had been few and far between—because he 

still felt shy and fearful of aggressive types.  Dancing with him filled me with joy. 

 I expect it was that atmosphere of joy around us one evening that attracted the attention 

of a slightly older fellow in a suit and tie drinking at the counter.  When we paused to wet our 

whistles, he politely remarked that we were beautiful.  Compliments like that are hard to ignore, 

and before launching back into dance, we all introduced ourselves.  He was Phil from Chicago. 

 At our next break, Phil was still there and picked up our conversation, getting us to 

explain our amorous history, and in a confidential tone, he let us know that he was an Illinois 

state senator.  That rather impressed us, and when we stopped again for breath, Phil plied us 

politically with more compliments.  They quickly turned suggestive, and Phil followed up with a 

remark that he’d really like to see us making love.   

 Seeing that Kenny and I were taken aback, Phil assured us that he just wanted to watch.  

Of course, his proposal was totally new for both of us, but it didn’t sound terribly outrageous—

not like some depraved three-way.  Kenny thought it might be fun, and I dubiously agreed.  In 

his fancy sports car, Phil followed our old truck back to the apartment while we privately 

discussed the merits of voyeurism and exhibitionism.  It was weird enough to be exciting. 

  In my little room, Phil sat primly (without undressing) on a chair at the foot of my bed, 

while Kenny and I tried to ignore the audience.  As though alone, we embraced affectionately, 

tangling our bodies in intricate positions of caresses and foreplay, but I must admit that during 

the penetrations, I could feel Phil’s eyes on our crotches, balls, and thrusting cocks.  It actually 

did give orgasm a special thrill.  When we’d collapsed in a spent pile of passion, he stood up, 

politely thanked us, and left.  I could only imagine the mess he must have made in his pants. 

# 

 

 Afterwards, as though it never happened, Kenny and I didn’t even mention our sex-show.  

I figured maybe he was embarrassed, but my reticence was from feeling somehow violated.  

Okay, I’d agreed to a public fuck, but the thought of a stranger seeing my anus was disturbing.  

Sure, I wouldn’t have minded at all if the guy was going to stick his tongue in it (which I’ve 

noted before is great prep for following up with a stiff dick).  Displaying my asshole to public 

view felt much more like being raped than when Kenny so sweetly screwed me.  While I fucked 

him, the sense of Phil’s eyes on my puckered hole felt even more invasive.   

 So along with all the other disturbing aspects of life, I tried to put the pornographic 

experience out of mind.  Perhaps if it had happened nowadays, I wouldn’t have felt so violated.  

Pornography now has made such butt-shots commonplace, not to mention spotlighting the most 

intimate details of copulation.  Back then when I was a naïve hippie, I couldn’t even imagine 

seeing such vicarious images of strangers’ private parts.  Once I got into a guy’s pants, he wasn’t 

a stranger anymore, and there was nothing vicarious about what I saw.  

 Although some of today’s skin pics can be breathtakingly sensuous, I guess I’m an old 

fogey for still not particularly appreciating most pornography.  I understand how folks without 

other sexual avenues can need the visceral stimulation of strangers’ tits, cocks, cunts, and asses.  
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Merely seeing pretty crotches, especially in flagrante delecto, can cause hormonal rushes, like 

sympathetic magic—involuntary hards and wides on!   
 

      At the risk of scandalizing my more 

innocent readers, here’s a tantalizingly pure but 

flagrant illustration.  The shapely lower torsos 

of the anonymous strangers in this intimate 

photo would tempt a saint, so don’t feel bad 

about imagining likely futures—or fantasizing 

about participating in them.  This would seem to 

be the philanthropic mission of pornography:  to 

impassion passionless lives.  Unfortunately, 

most poor folks only get to see quality skin in its 

commercial venues like magazines and movies, 

which are becoming ever more pornographic for 

that very reason.   
                        Future Imminent                 
 

 I tried hard to forget Kenny’s and my scandalous sex-show, but my sexual being was 

already infected by an impersonal and mechanistic virus.  Gradually it would wind up tarnishing 

my personal romanticism with bald-faced lust, the prime motive of pornography.    

# 

 

 We former lovers had several more days to make new love, and I wasn’t aware of any 

particular impersonality in our embraces.  (Of course, the infection hadn’t had time to spread 

yet.)  All the next week we made hay while the sun shined, and on Saturday we were invited to a 

dinner party by a music prof also named Richard.  Kenny was savvy enough to suggest we dress 

nicely for the special occasion.  It was a truly rare one for this long-haired freak, and I even 

managed to use my silverware properly.   

 Our host was quite entertaining about musical and other trivia and held my attention 

mostly with the boyish and impertinent something about his mouth.  There was ample society 

with the several other guests, including old chum Doug, AKA Dotty, who’d gotten Kenny and 

me invited to this exclusive affair—to share the considerable burden of being the hot young thing 

for the crowd of slightly older young men around the table.   

 Actually, I was more like their age but could pass for early 20’s.  And naturally Kenny 

was the star of the show, totally eclipsing Doug and me with his hotness.  The guys ate up his 

tales of ballet school and the excitement of touring with that show.  I still can’t really remember 

but have a sneaking suspicion that it was “Brigadoon.”  And while we’re suspecting things, I 

seem to recall we had wonderful lamb chops with mint jelly!  

      My moment to shine was in explaining my soon-to-end academic job, which I’m sure 

resounded through the group like news of a beheading.  But I assured them all was well because 

I’d soon be trucking it back home to New Orleans and my lover Ken.  Kenny clarified things for 

the company with, “Whole different Ken!”  Then he took the stage again with his plans for 

joining the cast of “Fiddler on the Roof.”   

 At last a great time was had by all, and while saying goodbye to the other Richard, he 

pressed something into my hand, two small pink pills, whispering, “Psilocybin, man.  Don’t take 
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it till you guys get home, and drink lots of water.”  The mushroom drug had come up in 

Richard’s remarks, and he’d praised its euphoria, hallucinations, and all that good stuff.    

  I thanked Richard for his generosity and pocketed the pills.  Debating for a couple blocks 

of our considerable walk home, paradoxically speaking, up Downer, I finally decided to tell 

Kenny about the surprise gift of shroom.  He was excited at the chance to try the drug and 

convinced me we should do it together right away.  

# 

 

 Closeted in my little room with a big pitcher of water and two glasses, we each bucked up 

and popped a pill.  I wondered how long it would be before we felt anything.  Waiting, we 

cuddled on the bed and paged through magazines, periodically asking each other if we felt 

anything yet.  Out of the blue I got the sudden sensation that my whole room, its furniture, rugs, 

even its walls, were just dreams that I could so easily awake from.   

 Snuggling into Kenny’s shoulder, I knew that he too was my dream, and I didn’t want to 

awaken.  If I’m not mistaken, that was when we both fell asleep—or otherwise unconscious for 

an indeterminate length of time, which didn’t really seem to matter.  We “woke” to dreamlike 

embraces, kisses, and caresses that had no urgency, just the ecstasy of being together.  At some 

point in the timeless pleasure of Kenny in my arms, my phone rang. 

 Startled witless, I leapt up wondering what was going on.  Looking at the phone ringing 

on my desk, I suddenly saw a bunch of golden bees soundlessly circling my head like a crown.  

Not to be distracted, I answered the phone with a neutral hello.  It was Doug inquiring if we guys 

were alright.  I calmly answered, “Fine—nothing yet.”  I said bye and shooed the bees away, 

realizing that they were just spots before my eyes from getting up so quickly.  In two steps back 

into the bliss of Kenny, I believe we slept for more hours in soulful communion.  

 This second summer squall had been a quiet storm, nothing upsetting.  As a matter of 

fact, the drug might as well have been a tranquilizer for elephants.  When Kenny and I awoke, 

we were both totally spaced out, staggering around in a fog and agreeing that it hadn’t been 

anything like described.  At least we’d had each other to cling to in the oblivion.  With some 

difficulty, we made our way to the coffee shop for a dose of caffeine, and then Kenny took a bus 

to see his mother.  I wandered the streets wondering when I’d start feeling normal again. 

 Frankly, I didn’t.  The tranquilizer didn’t wear off.  In Kenny’s and my last few days 

together, the only thing that felt normal was our closeness.  Otherwise, reality still seemed like a 

dream, as though I was experiencing everything through a thick blanket.  When Kenny had to 

leave, though I knew that this was surely our last lovers’ farewell, I could hardly feel anything, 

even when he cried.  

# 

 

 My last couple weeks in Milwaukee passed in a numb haze.  Emotionally paralyzed, I 

unwittingly did something else to de-personalize sex.  I honestly have to call it my further 

descent into sexual depravity.  A gay guy of my Castaways acquaintance named Paul had a gig 

in a north-side joint on Friday nights as a go-go boy dancing on a little platform up behind the 

bar, and one Friday, coming down with the flu or some such, he got me to fill in for him. 

 In my long-ago New Orleans years I’d often strutted my stuff dancing up on bars and 

barstools—even once on the top of a juke box—so this square floor high above the ogling crowd 

and bustling bartenders was a perfect stage for showing off.  Not at all nervous about only 

wearing a posing strap, I got my near-naked, hairy body up there and boogied with vigor, 
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remembering all the while to flash flirtatious smiles.  Half-hard, I probably looked quite nicely 

hung, and my bubble butt was apparently a real crowd-pleaser.   

 Remembering now all those eyes on my charms and the electrical charge of so many 

guys’ desire for my body, I get goose-bumps.  Besides the thrill of publicly exhibiting my 

pulchritude, I rejoiced in simply being such a glorious hunk, in being blest with youth and 

beauty.  On breaks, I’d climb down to enjoy a Coke and audience appreciation, many 

worshipfully groping and massaging the curves of my anatomy.   

 Once back up on my pedestal, I bumped and ground with renewed inspiration.  In the last 

little while before closing, bartender told me to take my strap off.  The burst of applause, shouts, 

and whistles gave me an instant hard on, which made it rather difficult to dance with any finesse.  

At the end when I climbed down from my perch, I got several kind offers of a blow-job.  

However, I hid it modestly in my pants, collected $20 for Paul, and went home to Herman’s, 

where I efficiently beat off and fell into bed, exhausted by my performance.  In a way, it was 

more artistic than playing furniture in the ballet “Coppelia” and a fine farewell to Milwaukee.         

 The next week I loaded my couple boxes on the back of the old truck, found my foggy 

way out of town heading south, endured many mindless hours of highways to New Orleans, rode 

the familiar ferry to Gretna, and fell into dear Ken’s arms like a desolate refugee.        

### 

 

 


